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Background: The 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reaction is an important source of neutrons for the s-process. Direct
measurement of this reaction and the competing 22 Ne(α,γ )26 Mg reaction are challenging due to the gaseous nature
of both reactants, the low cross section and the experimental challenges of detecting neutrons and high-energy γ
rays. Detailed knowledge of the resonance properties enables the rates to be constrained for s-process models.
Purpose: Previous experimental studies have demonstrated a lack of agreement in both the number and excitation
energy of levels in 26 Mg. To try to resolve the disagreement between different experiments, proton and deuteron
inelastic scattering from 26 Mg have been used to identify excited states.
Method: Proton and deuteron beams from the tandem accelerator at the Maier-Leibnitz Laboratorium at Garching,
Munich, were incident upon enriched 26 MgO targets. Scattered particles were momentum-analyzed in the Q3D
magnetic spectrograph and detected at the focal plane.
Results: Reassignments of states around Ex = 10.8–10.83 MeV in 26 Mg suggested in previous works have been
confirmed. In addition, new states in 26 Mg have been observed, two below and two above the neutron threshold.
Up to six additional states above the neutron threshold may have been observed compared to experimental studies
of neutron reactions on 25 Mg, but some or all of these states may be due to 24 Mg contamination in the target.
Finally, inconsistencies between measured resonance strengths and some previously accepted J π assignments of
excited 26 Mg states have been noted.
Conclusion: There are still a large number of nuclear properties in 26 Mg that have yet to be determined and levels
that are, at present, not included in calculations of the reaction rates. In addition, some inconsistencies between
existing nuclear data exist that must be resolved in order for the reaction rates to be properly calculated.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.97.045807

I. ASTROPHYSICAL BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY
OF PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The slow neutron-capture process (s-process) is one of the
nucleosynthetic processes responsible for the production of
elements heavier than iron [1]. The neutrons that contribute to
the s-process result mainly from two reactions: 13 C(α,n)16 O
and 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg. The 13 C(α,n)16 O reaction is active in
thermally pulsing low-mass asymptotic giant branch stars. The
22
Ne(α,n)25 Mg reaction is active during thermal pulses in
low- and intermediate-mass asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
stars and in the helium-burning and carbon-shell burning
stages in massive stars (see Ref. [1] and references therein).
The 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reaction is slightly endothermic (Q =
−478.29 keV, Sn = 11.093 MeV) and does not strongly
operate until slightly higher temperatures are reached during
either the thermal pulse in AGB stars or, in massive stars, at
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the end of helium burning (0.25–0.3 GK, Gamow window:
Ex = 11.025–11.365 MeV). In contrast, the 22 Ne(α,γ )26 Mg
reaction (Sα = 10.615 MeV) is able to operate continuously
at lower temperatures (0.1–0.2 GK), consuming some of the
22
Ne, which may otherwise contribute to the total neutron
production. Past studies have emphasized the importance of
having a complete knowledge of the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg and
22
Ne(α,γ )26 Mg reaction rates at a range of temperatures [2].
Direct measurements of 22 Ne + α reactions are difficult not
only due to the low cross sections involved but also the gaseous
nature of both of the species, and the difficulty of detecting
neutrons and high-energy γ rays. Despite these difficulties,
direct measurements of the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reaction down to
Eαlab = 570 keV exist [3,4] along with a simultaneous measurement of the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg and 22 Ne(α,γ )26 Mg reactions [5].
In the absence of existing direct measurements at lower
temperatures, the knowledge of the properties of resonances
in 26 Mg may be used to better-constrain the 22 Ne + α reaction
rates. To this end, a number of experimental studies have
been performed to probe the properties of levels in 26 Mg. A
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brief summary of these experimental studies is given so that
comparisons to the states observed in the present experiment
may be made later.
The 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg reaction has been measured at a low
proton energy [6]. The reaction mechanism for this reaction is
not selective [7,8]. Thus, experiments of the type described in
Refs. [6,7] may be used as a reference for other experimental
works as to how many states are present and the excitation
energies of the states.
The 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg reaction has also been measured at
a higher proton energy (Eplab = 200 MeV) for the purpose of
determining the M1 strength distribution in 26 Mg [9]. This
experiment may be used to identify known 1+ states, which,
being of unnatural parity, cannot contribute to the astrophysical
22
Ne + α reaction rates, for the purposes of excluding said
states from the rate calculation.
The 26 Mg(α,α  )26 Mg reaction using Eα = 200 MeV has
been performed twice on roughly comparable experimental
setups [10,11]. Reference [11] suggests that other states that
may not have previously been observed may exist in 26 Mg,
in particular, that there is a previously unresolved multiplet
at around Ex = 10.81 MeV based on the differential cross
sections observed combined with data from other experiments.
α-particle inelastic scattering is highly selective to isoscalar
states with natural parity, i.e., those states that may strongly
contribute to the 22 Ne + α reactions. However, the energy
resolution of these experiments is insufficient to resolve some
of the states observed by Moss [6]. Rather, the discernment
that additional states are present comes from the differential
cross sections and comparisons to other experimental studies
of 26 Mg.
The 22 Ne(6 Li,d)26 Mg reaction has been measured at a
number of different beam energies [10,12–14]. This reaction
should preferentially populate natural-parity isoscalar states
with large α-particle reduced widths, i.e., states with an αparticle cluster structure. From the comparison of the cross
section of these reactions with DWBA calculations, it is
possible to extract the α-particle spectroscopic factor and then
to calculate the α-particle partial widths of the states, albeit
with large uncertainties due to the modeling of the reaction
mechanism. Previous studies of the 22 Ne(6 Li,d)26 Mg reaction
have had quite poor energy resolution, 120 keV in Ref. [13],
60–70 keV for Ref. [12] and 100 keV for Ref. [10]. It is
possible that some of the states observed in these reactions
may in fact be multiple states in close proximity resulting in
differential cross sections that consist of multiple contributions
thus making extraction of the -value and spectroscopic factors
from this reaction difficult to interpret.
The 26 Mg(γ ,γ  )26 Mg reaction has been measured using
polarised γ rays at the HIγ S facility [15,16] and unpolarised γ
rays at ELBE [17]. These studies allow the γ -ray partial widths
to be determined and J π assignments to be made. However,
γ -ray inelastic scattering is primarily limited to the observation
of low-spin states, and states with J = 0 cannot be directly
observed.
Finally, the 25 Mg(n,γ )26 Mg radiative capture and
25
Mg(n,tot) transmission reactions have been measured
[18–20]. These reactions are primarily sensitive to states
above the neutron threshold and so are unable to clarify, for

example, the discrepancies that are suggested in Ref. [11]. In
addition, the nature of the neutron-induced reaction means that
states which have small neutron widths will not be observed
in either the radiative capture or transmission measurements.
This leaves open the possibility that 25 Mg + n experiments
may miss states with inhibited neutron decay channels. It is
important to verify that no levels have been missed by this
neutron-induced study to avoid potential bias in the calculation
of the reaction rates.
To attempt to resolve the discrepancies between Refs. [6,10]
and [11] on the location and J π assignments of the excited states in 26 Mg, and to investigate if other levels in
26
Mg were not located in Ref. [6] we have repeated the
26
Mg(p,p )26 Mg measurement of Moss [6] using the Q3D
magnetic spectrograph at the Maier-Leibnitz Laboratorium,
Munich.
In addition to this measurement, another experiment using
the 26 Mg(d,d  )26 Mg reaction was also performed. Performing
deuteron scattering in addition to proton scattering provides
two benefits. First, the kinematics of deuteron scattering are
significantly different to proton scattering due to the differing
ratio of projectile mass to target mass. This means that contaminant states on the focal plane shift significantly between
the proton and deuteron scattering data giving an additional
verification for levels in 26 Mg. Second, the inelastic scattering
of deuterons has selectivity to isoscalar transitions [21]. As
22
Ne has isospin T = 1 and the α particle has T = 0, the
states in 26 Mg that can contribute to the 22 Ne + α reactions
must also have T = 1. The inelastic scattering of the deuteron,
which is also T = 0, should preferentially populate T = 1
states in 26 Mg, the ground state of which has T = 1. This can
provide valuable information as to which observed states are
able to contribute to the 22 Ne + α reactions; states that are not
populated in (d,d  ) reactions likely have small α widths and
contribute weakly to the 22 Ne + α reactions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Proton and deuteron beams (Ebeam = 18 MeV) from the
tandem accelerator at the Maier-Leibnitz Laboratorium were
incident upon a target consisting of 40 μg/cm2 of 26 MgO
(enrichment of 26 Mg: 94% determined by elastic scattering
of deuterons at 40 degrees) on a 20-μg/cm2 12 C backing.
Reaction products were momentum-analysed in the MLL Q3D
magnetic spectrograph [22]. Focal-plane particle identification
was achieved considering the energy deposited in the two gas
detectors and a plastic scintillator at the focal plane of the
spectrograph.
In addition to the data taken with the 26 MgO target, background data were taken with a carbon target identical to that
used for the target backing; a flat background was observed
from the carbon data. Data were also taken with a silicon
oxide target for the purposes of calibrating the focal plane and
characterization of the oxygen background.
Proton- and deuteron-scattering data were taken with the
field setting covering from around Ex = 10.6–11.1 MeV in
26
Mg at 35 and 40 degree scattering angles. By collecting data
at multiple angles, it is possible to identify peaks on the focal
plane resulting from target contaminants; peaks resulting from
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FIG. 1. Excitation-energy spectra for 26 Mg. See the figure for details of each spectrum. Vertical black lines denote a state that is observed
at multiple angles; green dashed lines denote a contaminant peak. Black diamonds mark the 16 O contaminant peaks. The solid red line is the fit.

target contaminants shift on the focal plane relative to states in
the target of interest when changing angle. Proton-scattering
data were also taken at Ex = 10.9–11.5 MeV at 40 degrees
only.
III. DATA ANALYSIS

Scattered protons or deuterons were selected at the focal
plane of the Q3D using software gates on the energy deposited
in the proportional counters and the plastic scintillator. The
focal plane was calibrated in magnetic rigidity, Bρ, using
well-known isolated states in 28 Si and taking into account the
energy loss of the scattered proton or deuteron in the target. The
calibration data were taken using the magnetic field settings
for the 26 Mg data. From Bρ, the detected proton or deuteron
energy was calculated, corrected for energy losses in the target,
and then used to calculate the corresponding excitation energy
in 26 Mg. Energy losses in carbon, silicon oxide, and magnesium oxide were all taken from the programme DEDX [23].
This procedure is validated by ensuring that the excitation
energies of the 10.806- and 10.949-MeV levels observed in
26
Mg(γ ,γ  )26 Mg reactions [15] are reproduced correctly. The
experimental resolution for the proton (deuteron) scattering
data was 6 (8) keV, FWHM.
Spectra are fitted with a combination of Gaussian peaks for
narrow states (those with widths less than the experimental
resolution) and Voigt functions for broader states. All of the
states in a spectrum use a common experimental resolution. In
the spectra resulting from proton scattering, the 16 O states are

described by exponentially tailed Gaussian functions given
by [24]
 (x−μ)2 /2σ 2
κ  x−μ
Ae
σ
f (x; μ,σ,κ) =
κ 2 /2−κ(x−μ)/σ )
Ae
κ < x−μ
,
σ
where A is the amplitude of the functions, μ is centroid energy,
σ the resolution for the contaminant state (which differs from
the common experimental resolution used for the 26 Mg
states), and κ is the matching parameter giving the number
of standard deviations from the centroid where the function
switches from the Gaussian form to the exponential form. All
states below the neutron threshold and any state above the
neutron threshold which did not appear in the 25 Mg + n data
of Refs. [18] and [19] is assumed to be narrow; these states
are fitted with Gaussian functions. This is because, for 26 Mg
states in the excitation-energy region being investigated, the
width for a broad state must be dominated by the neutron
width and the 25 Mg + n reactions are sensitive to any state
with a neutron width above around 0.5 eV (see the discussion
in Ref. [19] for details).
In the deuteron-scattering spectra, the region containing the
16
O 10.356-MeV contaminant state is omitted from the fit but
the contribution of this state to the spectrum was accounted for
using a Gaussian function for which the centroid and variance
parameters were determined from the silicon oxide calibration
target.
All spectra include an additional quadratic polynomial
background, which accounts for the various other sources of
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FIG. 2. Excitation-energy spectra for 26 Mg. See the figure for details of each spectrum. Vertical black lines denote a state that is observed
at multiple angles; green dashed lines denote a contaminant peak. The solid red line is the fit.

background, such as multiple scattering within the spectrograph, continuum effects, and broad states in, for example, the
carbon from the target backing.
The obtained excitation-energy spectra are shown in Figs. 1
and 2.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of the levels observed in this experiment are
given in Table I, along with suggested correspondences with
levels observed in other experimental studies and resulting spin
and parity assignments. For details as to the assignments made,
see the text and Table I. Only states where the assignment is
unclear or inconsistent with other nuclear data, or generally in
need to clarifying remarks, are discussed in the text. The discussion of the assignments is split into two sections, one below
the neutron threshold for which comparison to the 25 Mg + n
data of Refs. [19] and [18] does not need to be made, and the
other above the neutron threshold. Each of the states is given
an index number in the first column of Table I for ease of
reference. These state indices are used both in the discussion
of the level assignments and also in Figs. 1 and 2. Note that
some of the state indices refer to levels observed in other
experiments but not in the present experiments (due to, for
example, contaminating 16 O levels) and that these states do
not appear in the spectra in Figs. 1 and 2.
The excitation energies of the levels given in Table I are
taken from the arithmetic weighted mean,
N
1  Xi
x̄ = N 1
,
(1)
σi2
2
i
i
σi

of the observed levels in all of the spectra in which that
state appears. The associated statistical deviation σx̄ on the

excitation energies,
1
σx̄2 = N
i

1  (Xi − x̄)2
,
N −1 i
σi2
N

1
σi2

(2)

is also given for each state in Table I.
To account for systematic errors, the variations in excitation
energy resulting from various sources of systematic error are
computed in Table II. The effect of the beam energy shift on
the excitation is small. This is because the beam energy is one
of the inputs to the calibration of the focal plane position and
is subsumed into that calibration with a minimal effect of the
resulting excitation energy calculation.
The uncertainty resulting from shifts in the spectrograph
fields or beam energy during the experiment from whatever
source was estimated by fitting some of the stronger experimental peaks for subsets of events to look for possible
variations. Variations of no more than 0.5 keV were observed
and so this was assumed to be the systematic uncertainty
resulting from possible field shifts.
The total systematic uncertainty is taken as the uncorrelated
sum in quadrature of the various components and amounts to
1.1 keV at the 1σ level.
The systematic uncertainty of the excitation energies of the
states is correlated and, because of this, it is given separately
from the statistical uncertainty for each state so that proper
account for the correlated uncertainties on the excitation
energies may be made in future Monte Carlo calculations of the
22
Ne + α reaction rates in the manner described in Ref. [26].
To demonstrate the efficacy of the (d,d  ) reaction in
suppressing T = 0 states, we used the 28 Si(p,p )28 Si and
28
Si(d,d  )28 Si reactions from the calibration target. Figure 3
shows the spectra resulting from 28 Si(p,p )28 Si and
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TABLE I. Excitation energies of 26 Mg states observed in the present study with suggested J π assignments and comparisons to previous
experimental measurements. See the text for explanations of the assignments made for the states. The errors given in the table for the present
experiment are statistical only. For a discussion about the sources of systematic error, see the text. The errors for Refs. [18,19] are omitted as
all are much smaller than 1 keV.
Index

Ex (MeV)
This paper
[25]

Recommended
Jπ

10.650(1)
10.684(2)
10.693(1)
10.706(1)
10.719(2)
10.730(2)
10.746(3)
10.771(1)
10.806(1)

1+

2+

10

10.818(1)

1

+

11

10.826(1)

0+

12
13
14
15
16

10.882(1)
10.893(1)
10.915(1)
10.928(1)
10.943(2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ex (MeV)
Mg(γ ,γ  )
[15]

26

10647.3(8)

4+

1−

Ex (MeV)
Mg(p,p  )
[6]

26

Ex (MeV)
25
Mg + n
[18,19]

Ex (MeV)
22
Ne(α,n)
[3]

Comments

J π from Ref. [15].

10.644(3)
10.678(3)
10.689(3)
10.702(3)
10.715(3)
10.726(3)
10.744(3)
10.769(3)

J π from Ref. [15].

10805.7(7)

Assumed to be the state at
Ex = 10.81 MeV from Ref. [9].
Assumed to be the state at
Ex = 10.82 MeV from Ref. [11].

10.824(3)
10.881(3)
10.893(3)
10.915(3)
10.927(3)
26

1−

10949.1(8)

10.950(3)
10.978(3)
10.998(3)
11.017(3)
11.048(3)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

10.950(1)
10.978(1)
10.998(1)
11.017(1)
11.047(1)
11.074(1)
11.084(1)
11.102(1)
11.113(1)

2+

26
27

11.119(1)
11.155(1)

1+

28

11.165(1)

2+

11.163

29

11.165(1)

3−

11.169

30
31
32
33

11.172(1)
11.184(1)
11.191(1)
11.209(1)

(1− )
3+

11.171
11.183
11.190

34

11.216(1)

35
36
37

11.243(3)
11.245(1)
11.266(1)

2−

11.243

38

2+

11.274

39

3−

11.280

40

2−

11.285

Possible new state, seen only in
Mg(d,d  )26 Mg. See text for details.
J π from Ref. [15].

New state
11.084(3)
11.112

11153.5(10)

11.156(3)

11.171(3)

045807-5

11.154

New state
Not seen in 26 Mg(d,d  ),
possibly T = 2
New state
Only observed at one
angle J π from Ref. [15].
J π from Ref. [19]. See note
in the text about this level.
J π from Ref. [19]. See note
in the text about this level.
J π from Ref. [18].
J π from Ref. [19].
Only at one angle. Possible 24 Mg
contaminant, Ex,24 Mg = 11.181 MeV.
Only at one angle. Possible 24 Mg
contaminant, Ex,24 Mg = 11.186 MeV.
 = 29(3) keV. See text.
J π from Ref. [19]. See text.
Only at one angle.
Possible new state.
Obscured by contaminant.
Data from Ref. [19].
Obscured by contaminant.
Data from Ref. [19].
Obscured by contaminant.
Data from Ref. [19].
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TABLE I. (Continued.)

Index

Ex (MeV)
This paper
[25]

Recommended
Jπ

Ex (MeV)
Mg(γ ,γ  )
[15]

26

Ex (MeV)
Mg(p,p  )
[6]

Ex (MeV)
25
Mg + n
[18,19]

26

41

>1

11.289

42

2−

11.295

(1+ )

11.328

43
44

11.321(1)
11.329(1)

45

11.345(1)

46

Comments

Obscured by contaminant.
Ex from Ref. [19],
J π from Ref. [11]. Natural parity.
Obscured by contaminant.
Data from Ref. [19].
11.319(2)

11.344
11.344

>3

47
48

11.357(1)

49
50

11.395(1)
11.414(1)

51

11.426(1)

52

11.444(1)

(4+ ) → J  3

53

11.46(1)

1+

54

11.467(1)

(5− ) → J  3

55

11.481(1)

56

11.501(1)

11.362

J π from Ref. [9].
See text for details.
Two states in Ref. [19].
See text for details.
J π from Ref. [19]. See note
for state above and the text.
Not observed in the
present experiment.

11.393

11.441

11.441(2)

11.466

11.461(2)

Only at one angle. Possible 24 Mg
contaminant, Ex,24 Mg = 11.389 MeV.
Possible new or 24 Mg contaminant
state. Ex,24 Mg = 11.453 MeV.
J π assignment from Refs. [18–20]
is problematic—see text.
J π from Ref. [9]. May be the
state observed in Refs. [18–20].
J π assignment from Refs. [18–20]
is problematic—see text.
Only at one angle. Possible 24 Mg
contaminant, Ex,24 Mg = 11.456 MeV.

11.500

Si(d,d  )28 Si reactions at θlab = 40 degrees. The known T = 1
states at 10.883 and 10.900 MeV [27] (marked with black diamonds in Fig. 3) are strongly suppressed in the 28 Si(d,d  )28 Si
reaction compared to to the 28 Si(p,p )28 Si reaction.
28

A. Between the α-particle threshold and the neutron threshold
1. States 9, 10, and 11: The 10.8–10.84 MeV region

In this region, Moss observed only a single level at
10.824 MeV and connected this level to a 2+ level observed in
TABLE II. Potential sources of systematic error and the corresponding contribution to the systematic error.
Source

Assumed
uncertainty

Resulting Ex
uncertainty (1σ )

Angle
Target thickness (MgO)
Target thickness (C)
Energy loss
Beam energy
Field shifts

0.1 degrees
10%
10%
10%
2 keV
Determined
from data

1 keV
0.1 keV
0.1 keV
0.1 keV
0.1 keV
0.5 keV

Total

Ex (MeV)
22
Ne(α,n)
[3]

1.1 keV

Mg(e,e )26 Mg reactions at 10.838(24) MeV [6,28]. The highenergy 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg experiment of Crawley et al. observed
a J π = 1+ state at 10.81 MeV [9]. A γ -ray inelastic-scattering
measurement observed a J π = 1− state at 10.806 MeV [15].
An α-particle inelastic scattering measurement observed a
J π = 0+ state at Ex = 10.82 MeV [11], though this disagrees
with another 26 Mg(α,α  )26 Mg measurement [10].
In the present experiment, three states are observed in
this region. The energy of the J π = 1− state is known to be
10.8057(7) MeV [15], which is in good agreement with the
present result of 10.806(1) MeV. The ordering of the other two
levels is not definite. The J π = 1+ state of Crawley et al. was
observed at 10.81(1) MeV.1 The J π = 0+ state observed in
26
Mg(α,α  )26 Mg is observed at 10.824(10) MeV in Ref. [11].
Note that this level energy was fixed in Ref. [11] according
to the energy of the level observed by Moss [6]. We take the
26

1

The study of Crawley it al. gives a resolution of 60 keV but
apparently no uncertainty on the excitation energy. However, the
comparison between the energies of 1+ states in this paper with those
observed in Ref. [17] leads us to conclude that the uncertainty in the
excitation energy is around 10 keV).
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2. State 25: 11.113 MeV

A state is observed in the proton-scattering data at
Ex = 11.113 MeV (Enlab = 20 keV). In the 35-degree
26
Mg(p,p )26 Mg data, this state is extremely close to the
contaminating state from 16 O and so the assignment is tentative. However, there is a known J π = 2+ state observed in
25
Mg + n measurements at Enlab = 19.86 keV [18,19]. This
state is not observed in the deuteron-scattering data, implying
that it may not have T = 1 and thus have a small contribution
to the 22 Ne + α reactions.

1000

♦

Counts per keV

800

600

400

♦
200

3. State 27: 11.155 MeV
0

10.7

10.8

10.9
Ex (MeV)

11
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11.2

FIG. 3. Comparison of 28 Si(p,p  )28 Si (blue) and 28 Si(d,d  )28 Si
(red) spectra at 40 degrees. The suppression of the T = 1, 10.883and 10.900-MeV states (diamonds) in 28 Si(d,d  ) is clear. The peak at
11.173 MeV, which only appears in the (p,p ) spectrum, is due to 16 O
contamination. The broad state visible between 10.7 and 10.8 MeV
in the 28 Si(d,d  )28 Si spectrum is due to 16 O contamination.

This state is only observed in the 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg data at
35 degrees; in the 40-degree data the state is obscured by a
contaminating 16 O state. This state corresponds to the known
J π = 1+ level observed in 25 Mg + n [19] and 26 Mg(γ ,γ  ) [15]
reactions. This J π = 1+ state was also observed at Ex =
11.15(1) MeV in 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg reactions at Ep = 200
MeV [9]. The state is observed close to the end of the focal
plane in the 26 Mg(d,d  )26 Mg spectra outside the fit region.
4. States 28 and 29: 11.165 MeV

+

lower of the two levels to be the 1 state and the higher as the
0+ state.
In summary, we conclude that there are three levels in 26 Mg
in this region: a J π = 1− state at 10.806 MeV, a J π = 1+ state
at 10.818 MeV, and a J π = 0+ state at 10.826 MeV.
Finally, regarding the 2+ state observed in the
26
Mg(e,e )26 Mg reaction at Ex = 10.838(24) MeV [28],
which Moss suggested was the single state observed at 10.824
MeV [6]: we see no candidate for this state and instead
suggest that the observed structure in 26 Mg(e,e ) may have
been a combination of the three states observed in the present
experiment rather than a distinct state.
2. State 16: 10.943 MeV

A state is observed in 26 Mg(d,d  )26 Mg at Ex = 10.943(2)
MeV at both angles. In the 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg a state is observed
at this excitation energy but shifts with angle meaning that it
is a contaminant peak. The state observed in 26 Mg(d,d  )26 Mg
reactions is likely obscured by this contaminant peak in the
26
Mg(p,p )26 Mg data meaning that it is not observed.
3. State 22: 11.074 MeV

This state lies just below the neutron threshold. No information on the spin or parity of this state is available. This state was
not observed in the previous high-resolution 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg
experiment [6].
B. Above the neutron threshold
1. State 24: 11.102 MeV

A new state is observed at Ex = 11.102 MeV corresponding to Enlab = 9 keV in 25 Mg + n experiments. This state is
observed in all spectra. This state was not observed in the
25
Mg + n reactions of Refs. [19] and [18], which implies that
this state has a small neutron width.

The results of Massimi et al. [19] show states at 11.163
and 11.169 MeV. In the present experiment, only one state is
observed at this excitation energy. However, the states may not
be resolved in the present experiment.
Note that the two states observed in 25 Mg + n reactions are
listed in Table I despite only one being observed in the present
experiment.
5. State 31: 11.184 MeV

A state is observed at 11.184 MeV in the 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg
data. This state is likely to be the J π = 1− state, which has
been observed in one 25 Mg + n experiment [18] but omitted
in another [19]. As this state has a narrow neutron width
in Ref. [18], it is probably below the limit-of-detection for
Ref. [19]. From Ref. [18], this state has a tentative J π = 1−
assignment, meaning that it may contribute to the 22 Ne + α
reactions.
6. State 32: 11.191 MeV

In the present data, one state is observed at 11.191 MeV
with  = 5.2(8) keV. We assume that this is the J π = 3+ state
observed in Ref. [19], which has  = 5.24(4) keV. We note,
however, that Ref. [18] also includes a tentative state at 11.191
MeV; J π = 2− . No evidence of this tentative state is found in
the present experiment.
7. States 33 and 34: 11.209 and 11.216 MeV

Two states are observed at 11.209 and 11.216 MeV corresponding to Enlab = 121 and 128 keV, respectively. Lacking
confirmatory data from a second angle, it is not possible to
assign these states definitively to 26 Mg or to reject them as
contaminants.
Two states are observed in 24 Mg at Ex = 11.181 and 11.186
MeV, which would correspond to Ex = 11.207 and 11.212
MeV in 26 Mg, taking into account the kinematic shift. These
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states could correspond to the states observed in the present
experiment.
If these states are real, then the neutron widths for both
must be small to have escaped detection in previous 25 Mg + n
experiments [18,19].
8. States 35 and 36: 11.243 and 11.245 MeV

Two states are required to fit the spectrum at this energy, a
narrow state at 11.245 MeV, which likely corresponds to the
state observed by Massimi et al. at 11.243 MeV ( = 5950(50)
eV [19]), and a broader state centered on 11.243 MeV with
 = 29(3) keV. There is nothing in the carbon or silicon oxide
background spectra that suggest the presence of a contaminant
state at this excitation energy. Only having data at one angle
we are unable to confirm the existence of a broad state at this
excitation energy.

make the connection between that state and the Ex = 11.328
MeV state of Ref. [19].
We accept that one problem with our conclusion that the
Enlab = 243.98(2) keV resonance in 25 Mg + n reactions is
distinct from the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg resonance is that the width
of the resonance measured in Ref. [3] is inconsistent with the
lack of an observed state in 25 Mg + n reactions, as otherwise
the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg resonance would have been observed in
Refs. [18,19]. Presently this problem is not resolved. Future
experimental studies of the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reaction are required to resolve this discrepancy.
We note that, due to the close proximity of the 16 O contamination, it is not possible to reject the existence of a state at Ex =
11.315 MeV corresponding to the 22 Ne(α,γ )26 Mg resonance
of Ref. [5]. As such, we are not able to determine if the
22
Ne(α,γ )26 Mg resonance of Ref. [5] and the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg
resonance of Ref. [3] correspond to the same state in 26 Mg.

9. State 37: 11.266 MeV

A potential new state is observed at Ex = 11.266 MeV.
However, this state is only observed at one angle and corresponds to no known state in 25 Mg + n experiments. If the state
is genuine, it must have a small neutron width to have been
missed in 25 Mg + n experiments [18,19]. No matching state
in 24 Mg exists.

13. State 45: 11.345 MeV

Two levels have been observed in 25 Mg(n,γ )26 Mg at Ex =
11.345 MeV, one narrower ( = 300–3900 eV) and the second
broader ( = 6–9 keV). In the present experiment, only one
state is observed. This may be because the states are not
resolved. Accordingly, we are unable to help to provide further
limitations for the widths than already present in Refs. [18,19].

10. States 38–42

These states are covered by the contaminating 16 O peaks in
the present data.
11. Additional note concerning state 41: 11.289 MeV

This state is not observed in the present experiment as it is
covered by the contaminating 16 O states. However, based on
the observation of a state at 11.29(3) MeV in 26 Mg(α,α  )26 Mg
reactions with J > 1 [11], which cannot be the J π = 2− state
(state 40 in the present work) at 11.295 MeV [19], we conclude
that there is a natural-parity state with J > 1 at Ex = 11.289
MeV taking the energy of the state from Ref. [19] and the
assignment of the spin and parity from Ref. [11].
12. States 43 and 44: The 11.32–11.33 MeV region

There are two outstanding questions in this region: whether
the lowest observed resonance at Eαlab = 832(2) keV (Ex =
11.319(2) MeV) in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg [3] corresponds to the resonance observed at Eαlab = 828(5) keV (Ex = 11.315(5) MeV)
in 22 Ne(α,γ )26 Mg [5], and the possible correspondence of this
state or these states with the resonance observed in 25 Mg + n
reactions at Enlab = 243.98(2) keV (Ex = 11.328 MeV) [19].
In the present data, there is a state located at 11.321(1)
MeV (state 43) and an additional state (number 44) located
at 11.329(1) MeV. This second state is likely to be the state
observed in 25 Mg + n reactions, a state that has not been
observed in direct 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg measurements. We therefore
conclude that the Ex = 11.328 MeV state observed in Ref. [19]
is distinct from the resonance or resonances observed in
Refs. [3,5]. The Ex = 11.328 MeV state may have unnatural
parity as suggested in Ref. [19]. A J π = 1+ state is known
to exist at Ex = 11.32(1) MeV [9], and we would tentatively

14. State 50: 11.414 MeV

A potential new state is observed at Ex = 11.414 MeV.
However, this state may correspond to the state in 24 Mg at
Ex = 11.389 MeV. If the state is real, then the neutron width
for the state must be small to have escaped detection in previous
25
Mg + n experiments [18,19].
15. State 51: 11.426 MeV

A potential new state is observed at Ex = 11.426 MeV.
However, this state is only observed at one angle and corresponds to no known state in 25 Mg + n experiments. It may,
however, correspond to a known state in 24 Mg at Ex = 11.453
MeV. If the state is genuine, it must have a small neutron width
to have been missed in 25 Mg + n experiments [18,19].
16. States 52: 11.444 MeV

A state at Ex = 11.444(1) MeV is observed in the present
experiment. This state is assigned as J π = 4+ in Ref. [20] by
considering the heights of the peaks in the total cross section.
The measured resonance strength for the corresponding
resonance is ωγ(α,n) = 0.034(4) meV. Under the assumption
that the total width is dominated by the neutron width
( ≈ n ), the resonance strength is related to the α-particle
width by
ωγ = (2J + 1)α .

(3)

This gives α = 3.7(4)μeV assuming J = 4.
For a J π = 4+ state formed in 22 Ne + α reactions, the α
particle must have orbital angular momentum α = 4. The
single-particle limit for an α = 4 α-particle decay may be
calculated [29] and is found to be 13.7 μeV. The
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measured ωγ(α,n) therefore exhausts 27(3)% of the singleparticle strength.
While this is possible, one would expect that observed cross
sections in 22 Ne(6 Li,d)26 Mg α-cluster transfer reactions [13]
to be much greater for such a significant cluster state. In
contrast, the measured 22 Ne(6 Li,d)26 Mg α cross section is
more consistent with a spectroscopic factor of the order of
a few percent.
For this reason, we suggest that the J π = 4+ assignment
for this state is, at the very least, problematic and in need of
further confirmation.

It is not clear whether the level observed in 25 Mg + n
reactions is the 1+ state observed in the 26 Mg(p,p )26 Mg
reaction [9] or the state observed in the 22 Ne(6 Li,d)26 Mg
reaction and the 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reaction. It is also possible that
both levels could have been observed but incorrectly treated
as one level in Ref. [20]. A re-evalulation of the 25 Mg + n
data at higher incident neutron energies with R-matrix analysis
including higher- partial waves may help to clarify the
properties of the levels at this excitation energy.

17. State 54: 11.467 MeV

A potential new state has been observed at 11.481(1) MeV.
However, this state may correspond to the state in 24 Mg at
Ex = 11.456 MeV. If the state is not a contaminant, then it
must have a small neutron width to have escaped detection in
25
Mg + n reactions [18,19]

18. State 55: 11.481 MeV

It is useful to begin by discussing the various observations
of states at around Ex = 11.467 MeV in 26 Mg. In the present
experiment, a state is observed at Ex = 11.467(1) MeV with
a width of  = 6.2(4) keV.
A resonance at Eαlab = 1000 keV (Ex = 11.461(2) MeV)
has been observed in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reactions. As this resonance has been observed in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reactions, it must
have natural parity.
A state has also been observed at Enlab = 387.57 keV (Ex =
11.466 MeV) using 25 Mg + n reactions, this state has a width
of  = 6.5–8.9 keV depending on the source [18,20]. Based on
the height of the peak in 25 Mg + n data, Koehler [20] assigns
this state to have J = 5, and connects it to the resonance
seen in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reactions. For this reason, a J π =
5− assignment is made which has thereafter been used for
computation of the 22 Ne + α reaction rates [2].
A J π = 1+ state has been observed at Ex = 11.46(1) MeV
26
in Mg(p,p )26 Mg reactions [9]. The J π = 1+ state cannot
be the state observed in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reactions as it has
unnatural parity. This state has been added to Table I for
completeness.
In the case of a J π = 5− assignment, as suggested in
Ref. [20], the orbital angular momentum of the in-going α
particle must be α = 5. The single-particle limit for this αparticle decay is 0.994 μeV [29]. The same logic applies as for
the 11.444-MeV state (state number 52), that the total width is
dominated by the neutron width, and the resonance strength is
given by ωγ = (2J + 1)α . In the direct 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg measurement of Ref. [3], the resonance strength is ωγ = 0.048(10)
meV, which is 4.4 times greater than the single-particle limit.
The cross section measured in the 22 Ne(6 Li,d)26 Mg reaction
is again more consistent with a spectroscopic factor of a few
percent of the single-particle limit. This suggests that either
the assignment of α = 5 for this resonance is incorrect or that
the directly measured resonance strength is too high.
Additionally, a J π = 5− resonance would require a neutron
orbital momentum of n = 3 to be populated from the J π =
5/2+ ground state of 25 Mg. Computing the single-particle limit
for this n = 3 decay results in a limit of 0.75 keV, which
is about an order-of-magnitude smaller than the measured
widths which are in the range of  = 6.5–9.3 keV [18,20].
As the R-matrix analyses in Refs. [18–20] do not include
contributions from n > 2, these analyses would not have been
able to exclude an n = 3 assignment on the basis of the width
of the state.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Excited states of 26 Mg were studied in high resolution
using the Q3D spectrograph at MLL, Garching. Clarification
of the number and location of states resolving some of
the discrepancies noted in Ref. [11] was given, notably the
observation of multiple levels just above 10.8 MeV. Four new
levels (states 16, 22, 24, and 26 at 10.943, 11.074, 11.102, and
11.119 MeV) were definitively observed in 26 Mg. The 11.102and 11.119-MeV states are above the neutron threshold but
were not observed in 25 Mg + n reactions implying that these
states have small neutron widths. It is unknown whether these
levels contribute to α-particle-induced reactions on 22 Ne as no
information on the J π of these states is available.
Up to six additional potential levels (states 33, 34, 37, 50,
51, and 55 at 11.209, 11.216, 11.266, 11.414, 11.426, and
11.481 MeV) were observed in 26 Mg, but these cannot yet
be confirmed. Some of the potential new levels could be due to
24
Mg contamination in the target. All of these potential levels
are above the neutron threshold.
One of the previously observed natural-parity levels above
the neutron threshold in 26 Mg (Ex = 11.113 MeV with J π =
2+ ) is populated extremely weakly in the 26 Mg(d,d  )26 Mg
reaction, suggesting that the state may have isospin T = 2 and
a correspondingly small contribution to the 22 Ne + α reaction
rates.
A level (43) is observed at 11.321 MeV probably corresponding to the Eαlab = 832-keV resonance observed in
22
Ne(α,n)25 Mg reactions [3]. Another level (44) is observed
at 11.329 MeV probably corresponding to the Enlab = 243.98keV resonance observed in 25 Mg + n reactions. This suggests
that the width of the resonance in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg may have
been over-estimated. A remeasurement of this level is probably
required to solve the inconsistency in the available nuclear data.
The spins and resonance strengths of the Ex = 11.426- and
11.467-MeV states (numbers also need to be verified as the
present nuclear data are inconsistent). The spin assignments of
the levels could be incorrect, the resonance strengths overestimated or the levels observed in 25 Mg + n reactions may not be
the same as the levels observed in 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg reactions.
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correspond to known 22 Ne(α,n)25 Mg resonances and may
therefore help with the associated spin assignments for these
states and lead in due course to a reëvaluation of the astrophysical reaction rates.

There are now obvious avenues in studying the structure of
Mg. In particular, future experimental studies of the astrophysically important resonances in 26 Mg can try to compare
observed states with the states observed in the present study.
The spins and parities of those states without assignments need
to be determined so that a list of the states that may contribute
to the 22 Ne + α reactions can be compiled, and estimates for
the α-particle partial widths of these states need to be made.
Future direct measurements that are able to verify the total
widths of some of the higher-energy states would also be
beneficial. This may help to resolve some of the outstanding
questions as to which states observed in 25 Mg + n reactions
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